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Meeting Agenda: Wednesday, February 12th, Polk County Center, 6:30 pm 

Attendees: Lori Calhoun, Jason Stuyvesant, Thomas Biedenfeld, Nichole Aksamit Purcell, 
Richie Allen, Kristina Johnson, Eldon ‘Mac’ McAfee, Carl McPherson, Eddie Robinson, Jr., 
John Smith, Ryan Arnold 

6:30 Board Business – Lori called meeting to order at 6:36 
Approval of Agenda and January Minutes 

John made motion to approve agenda and January minutes. Jason seconds. With no 
additional discussion, the motion passed unanimously.  

Insurance Review with Terry Taylor 
The Drake Neighborhood Association’s insurance policies are up for renewal on 
March 11. Terry Taylor with State Farm brought proposals for the renewal of the 
policies. The Association carries two policies: one to cover property owned by the 
association and the other is held for liability for events and board action. Both 
policies are covered in the attachment (pages 6-12).  

The property policy covers the Association’s property at 2201 Carpenter Avenue and 
the Community Garden (1101-1185 27th Street). Terry’s proposal showed two sheds, 
one at each property with coverage for contents of each shed, with the renewal cost at 
$487.00.  Jason brought up the Carpenter Avenue property does not actually have a 
shed and Terry agreed to update the policy to show only one shed on the 27th Street 
property, with only $2,000 in value of contents. The $2,000 contents was based off 
Eddie’s estimate and there was discussion regarding the need for an inventory to 
happen in the spring. The policy carries with it a $500 deductible.  

The liability policy has a $1,000,000 per claim/$2,000,000 maximum on the properties 
listed above and at various events; in addition to director’s coverage. Board confirmed 
the policy would cover an incident at the upcoming house tour. Additional discussion 
was had after Lori shared the Association would need to carry insurance on the 
triangle, should the project move forward. Once an agreement with the city is in place, 
the board will add it to the policy. The renewal amount for this policy as is $1,122. 
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Carl made motion for the approval of the two policies, pending the updates from 
Terry. KJ seconded the motion.   

Financials – Lori, on behalf of Mark 
Checking: $472.02 
Saving: $16083.98 
Lori shared a recap of 2019’s expenses and revenue, which showed the association 
operating at a loss (page 13). Lori also reminded members about the requirement of 
the payment voucher, which can be found on page 14 and in the Association 
Dropbox.  

Membership/Welcome Committee update – Tom 
Tom shared the decision to combine the membership and welcome committee to 
eliminate any duplicative efforts. Ryan currently heads up the welcome committee for any 
new resident in the neighborhood. Tom and Ryan will connect to review the current plan 
and make any appropriate modifications.  

Tom also shared the idea from the retreat of a block captain or ambassador program from 
the neighborhood. Based on a quick glance at a map of the neighborhood and comparing 
it with board member representation, this will provide an opportunity to welcome 
unfamiliar faces. If board members know of any interested individuals for the program, 
please contact Tom.  

Lori reported new or continued business memberships, thanks to the efforts of Jen. These 
included Drake University, The Library Café, Fong’s Pizza, and the new Crazy Horse 
restaurant. In addition, Terry Taylor is a new business member.  

Marketing update—Nichole 
Nichole shared a quick thank you to board members and others who are contributing 
to the March Newsletter and reminded everyone the deadline is Feb. 15.  

Nichole shared an updated for the year, which can be found on page 15-17. There is a 
need for individuals in social media, a designer for newsletters, and continued letter 
writing.  

Board business closes at 7:06 

7:00 Neighborhood Updates 
Introductions 

Short Term Rental Ordinance Information 
Carlie Hamilton and Diane Graham came to the meeting to share the City Council’s 
proposed regulations regarding AirBNB. They brought a prepared one-sheet 
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information guide on the proposed regulations (found on page 18,19). They 
shared with attendees after the initial proposal, the regulations were updated to be 
“less restrictive”. 

Brad Padray, an investor in AirBNB, also came and spoke to the positives of regulating 
the industry. From his perspective, the regulations are a burden, but if it weeds out bad 
apples, the regulations are welcome. He emphasized the changes in the proposal allows 
for investors like himself to provide quality AirBNB options for visitors of Des 
Moines.  

Revitalization Project – Cottage Grove Triangle – Kevin Venhaus, Adam White, Michael 
Christl 

Lori shared with attendees the public feedback session held in January received 
overwhelming approval for the design and moving forward with the project. After the 
session, Lori met with the city to identify next steps and several come back to the 
Neighborhood Association for action. These include vacating the right of way and 
striking a lease agreement with the city for an anticipated $50 a year over a 3 year 
period, and then the city will revisit the triangle.  

Lori shared the continued input of adding water to the triangle for watering of flowers 
and continuing the memorial aspect of a fountain with an aspect of drinking fountain 
for walkers and dogs. The anticipated extra cost of water would be $12,000. Discussion 
revolved around the need for this type of expense and how it would be paid. The 
design is intended to be “self-sustaining” with perennials and a low maintenance 
swing. Design for the project can be found on page 20-27. Much of the cost of the 
project would be covered with the InvestDSM grant ($15,000), but the additional cost 
of water would be on the Association. Further discussion around the design and need 
for water was tabled. Tom made a motion to vacate the right of way and work towards 
a lease agreement with the city, John seconded the motion. Further discussion was had 
confirming the most this motion committed the Association to was $150 total over a 
three year timeframe and this was not committing the board to anything more. After 
this was confirmed, the board unanimously passed the motion.  

Free Flicks – Ryan/John 
Date of the event is July 16th and because the event will take place in Witmer Park, 
Ryan and John will pursue partnering with the Beaverdale Neighborhood Assocation to 
promote the event. Anticipating the movie list to come out next week and be able to 
know the movie in March or early April.  

Kingman Island Cruise Date – Mac 
Due to the date of Free Flix (July 16th), Mac worked with Thoreau Center to identify 
alternate dates to July 18th for the Kingman Island Cruise. These dates are June 27th, 
which is the Sunday of the Des Moines Art Festival, and July 11th. Mac reiterated the 
need for the event to have a decent turn out (50-100 people) in order to keep the event 
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going with the Thoreau Center. The board expressed concern with the ability to do this 
based on the dates available to us. Further discussion regarding the date and location of 
the event was tabled until March.  

Earth Day Clean Up Day with Ramsey Village on April 22nd 
Ramsey Village is planning on hosting an Earth Day Clean Up Day on April 22nd. After 
reviewing the calendars, Ryan Arnold will connect with Ramsey Village to identify if 
they would be willing to collaborate with the University and the Neighborhood on 
April 15th for the Paul Morrison Service Day in order to avoid overlapping with the 
Drake Relays.  

Drake House Tour Update 
The committee in charge of the House Tour has secured 10-11 neighbors in the 
revitalization district of the neighborhood, who have volunteered to be on the house 
tour. Currently, there is no set date, but due to the current event calendar, the 
committee is aiming for late August or October. If anyone knows of any additional 
neighbors who would want to be a part of the tour, please connect with Lori.  

Undesign the Redline: DSM 
Reminding the attendees about the open house at Franklin Junior High/ 

Drake Report – Ryan/John 
Ryan and John expressed their thanks to the neighborhood for their patience as the 
University became a hotspot during the caucuses. Campus is back to it’s normal calm 
as the University prepares for relays, state track, and other spring events.  

3 homes are up on blocks on the 2900 block of University Avenue. These will be 
moving on Tuesday evening into Wednesday morning. 2 additional homes on 
Brattleboro will need to be moved and the University is still looking for and talking to 
potential developers of properties. 

Ryan was contacted by a journalism student that is interested in telling the story of a 
woman that has impacted Des Moines and has a connection to the neighborhood. 
Student prefers for a living individual to allow for an interview, if you have any 
suggestions, contact him.  

April 2nd will be the next edition of the Bucksbaum Lecture series. The speaker will be 
Cary Fowler, former executive director of the Global Crop Diversity Trust and the 
Chair of the International Advisory Council of the Svalbard Global Seed Vault.  

NBSD: 
Mark McKinney 

16 part 1 crimes (rape listed on the report, but the crime did not happen in 
the neighborhood – the report was taken here). Additional information on 
part 1 crimes can be found on page 28-30.
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629 calls for service 

Eric Barker 
Eric shared with the board how the neighborhood has benefitted from the blitz 
on blight and how the sales tax dollars have grown the program.  

Parks & Rec 
Free Flicks as mentioned would be on July 16th.  
Parks and Rec and the Des Moines Public Schools announced individuals 
receiving Free & Reduced Lunch at school would also get access to the City’s 
various programs for $5. This includes the sports events. All interested 
individuals have to do is opt in to the benefit at Des Moines Public Schools and 
they will be able to receive it.  
Drake Park’s wading pool will remain open as long as possible this summer, as 
the splash pad will be installed at some point.  

InvestDSM 
Revitalization zone plans and opportunities for potential funding will be highlighted 
next Tuesday night (February 18th) at the Northside Community Center. Event begins 
with a meal at 5:30 pmand program begins at 6:00 pm.  

Meeting Adjourned at 8:50 pm. 






















































